




















































































One of the primary concerns of criminological research is to under-
stand the causes behind criminal behaviour and reoffending. However, 
research efforts in this area often neglect the perceptions of the offend- 
ers themselves. This publication presents results from a qualitative 
study on offenders’ implicit theories of persistent criminal behaviour. 
The study analysed qualitative interviews conducted with newly in-
carcerated male violent offenders and sex offenders. The interviews 
focused on their life course after their preceding prison release and 
the processes and dynamics that led to their renewed incarceration, 
with a particular focus on how the prisoners explain these dynamics. 
Based on the interviews, it is possible to identify comprehensive and 
abstract patterns of implicit theorising and to introduce the concept of 
a reoffence mind-set. This publication contributes to the theoretical 
understanding of reoffending behaviour and risk analysis.
The results presented are part of the longitudinal research project 
“Sex Offenders in the Social Therapeutic Institutions of the Free State 
of Saxony.” The study’s principal goal is to analyse recidivism amongst 
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The “reoffence mind-set” of rearrested violent
and sex offenders: Exploring implicit theories
of persistent criminal behaviour
1
1 Introduction
CriminoloJists are keenly interested in searchinJ for the caXses of persistent criminal
behavioXr. )or decades empirical research has identified possible pathways to
delinTXency see e.J. =ara 	 )arrinJWon 216 as well as diverse recidivism risk
factors for a sXmmary see e.J.'haPi eW aO 26. 6ome risk factors are static e.J.
aJe or prior criminal behavioXr whereas others are dynamic and ± in principle ±
amenable to chanJe e.J. employment statXs drXJ Xse attitXdes personality traits.
:hile proJress has been made many Xnanswered TXestions aboXt the dynamics of
recidivism remain. In addition to merely identifyinJ risk factors research has also
assessed whether therapeXtic intervention can redXce recidivism. )or e[ample it has
been shown that therapy-indXced chanJes to risk factors do not necessarily resXlt in
redXced recidivism %eJJV 21 WoeVVner 	 SFhZedOer 214. /ittle is known
aboXt why this is the case Serin eW aO 213 thoXJh these resXlts sXJJest that post-
release factors are Xnderemphasised by recidivism research. ConcerninJ the
intersection between risk factors and treatment issXes a paradiJm shift has occXrred
in recent years away from a risk-focXsed treatment approach towards one that
focXses more on protective and positive factors *ood lives model see e.J. Ward 	
SWeZarW 23. ThXs it is indicated to investiJate the lives of released offenders in
danJer of recidivism. )Xrther endeavoXrs to Xnderstand the dynamic of why
individXals stop criminal condXct inclXde concepts sXch as identity shifts Gadd 	
)arraOO 24 0aruna 21 tXrninJ points &arOVVon 212 SaPpVon 	 /auE
1993 and aJency KinJ 213 /e %eO eW aO 2. 1evertheless it remains Xnclear
³whether factors related to the cessation of offendinJ are TXalitatively different to
or simply the opposite of factors related to risk´ )arPer %eeFh 	 Ward 212 p.
931. )Xrther recidivism research is clearly necessary.
2ne research option is to analyse the perceptions and narratives of recidivists to
Xnderstand their behavioXr. %y takinJ a TXalitative approach sXch analyses provide
a more complete and holistic pictXre of recidivists and resXlt in important theoretical
and practical findinJs aboXt recidivism and desistance processes.
In this stXdy we analyse the implicit theories that reconvicted se[ and violent
offenders depict reJardinJ their reoffendinJ. 9iolent and se[ offenders caXse serioXs
harm to their victims and thXs it is of pXblic interest to improve scientific knowledJe
1
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aboXt them. ComparinJ these two offender JroXps is also of interest from a
theoretical standpoint as accordinJ to GoWWIredVon and +irVFhi¶V *eneral Theory of
Crime 199 the Jenesis of criminality is independent of the type of crime a
statement challenJed by nXmeroXs criminoloJists see KruWWVFhniWW 8JJen 	 SheO-
Won 2 SieJIried 	 WoeVVner 216.
This stXdy concentrates on the offenders¶ perspective and the sXbMective meaninJ
they attach to identified risk factors. It aims to broaden the theoretical backJroXnd
of criminal recidivism. This paper beJins by presentinJ the rationale and conte[t of
the stXdy. 1e[t the methodoloJical backJroXnd of the stXdy is e[plained. The
findinJs are then presented in a two-step procedXre 1 prominent risk factors from
the narratives of offenders are identified and 2 comprehensive and more abstract
patterns of implicit theorisinJ are oXtlined. The concept of a reoIIenFe Pind-VeW is
then introdXced. The manXscript closes with a discXssion of the findinJs aJainst the
backJroXnd of cXrrent theoretical knowledJe.
2 Risk factors for criminal recidivism in violent and sex offenders
$s mentioned criminoloJical research has identified nXmeroXs factors that affect
recidivism prior criminal history aJe peer associations sXbstance Xse antisocial
attitXdes or personality traits $ndreZV 	 %onWa 21 +anVon 	 0orWon-%ourJon
24. ReJardinJ violent offenders factors sXch as impXlsiveness emotional
deficits and deviant schemas mXst also be considered 3oOaVFheN 26. $monJ se[
offenders additional risk factors inclXde antisocial attitXdes deviant se[Xal interests
tolerant attitXdes to se[Xal assaXlt se[Xal preoccXpation and intimacy deficits
+anVon 	 0orWon-%ourJon 24. Correctional treatment and relapse prevention
proJrammes loJically draw on this knowledJe XnderstandinJ that recidivism is
often preceded by a certain offence chain or cycle. ThXs in the case of se[ offenders
it is important to recoJnise recidivism siJns by identifyinJ thoXJht patterns emo-
tions and behavioXral impXlses at the earliest possible staJe in an offence cycle see
e.J. Wößner 216 <aWeV 216. This approach is closely related to the concept of
crime scripts &orniVh 1994. /eFOerF SPaOOEone and WorWOe\ 214 p. 12 arJXe
that ³decision makinJ takes place at each staJe of the crime commission process´.
CoJnitive distortion is a fXrther risk factor amonJ se[ offenders 2¶&iardha 	Ward
213 that may contribXte to proJression alonJ the offence chain.
6ome of these key insiJhts are based on ³what appear>s@ dXrinJ sXrface interactions
with offenders´ 2¶&iardha 	 Ward 213 p. 5 sXch as how coJnitive distortion
affects how offenders describe and e[plain their se[Xal deviant condXct 2¶&iardha
	Ward 213.$lthoXJh findinJs on dynamic and actXarial risk factors also rest Xpon
a thoroXJh e[amination of offenders relatively few TXalitative stXdies have re-
searched how offenders themselves interpret their pathway to reoffendinJ. $s
³effective se[ offender treatment has to be based on a clear XnderstandinJ of the
relapse process´ Ward 	 +udVon 199 p.  it miJht be considered crXcial to
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inclXde the offenders¶ beliefs of how it came aboXt that they reoffended. 9ery often
comparable stXdies have chosen to either concentrate on forensic samples or have
taken a TXantitative approach to e[amine attitXdes and intentions to reoffend %rooNV
+oOOida\ KinJ 	 +eiOErun 213 -ohnVVon eW aO 214 KiriaNidiV 21 5adoYiF 	
+öJOund 214 7oOIre\ )o[ 	 -eIIFoWe 211 7\Oer 	 Gannon 215. In the stXdy by
%rooNV +oOOida\ eW aO 213 offenders identified financial difficXlties offence-
sXpportinJ attitXdes peers and leisXre activities as the most important relapse
factors. 2ther TXantitative stXdies on the rationalisation of fXtXre offendinJ have
concentrated on issXes sXch as moral enJaJement KiriaNidiV 21 or crime as risk
takinJ 'haPi 	0andeO 212. The drawback of sXch approaches is that researchers
predefine what they are lookinJ for i.e. what matters in the eyes of the offenders
may remain concealed. )Xrthermore most pertinent TXalitative stXdies are concerned
with narratives of desistance rather than recidivism )arPer 0F$Oinden 	 0aruna
215 Gadd 	 )arraOO 24 /auE 	 SaPpVon 23 0aruna 21 0aVVoJOia 	
8JJen 2. ThXs a stronJ need e[ists for research that looks into implicit theories
and not MXst sinJle preset aspects of recidivist behavioXr.
3 Implicit theories and related concepts
The concept of implicit theories can be traced back to personality psycholoJy see
e.J. -oneV 19. In the present stXdy implicit theories are Xnderstood as sXbMective
theories and assXmptions made in a Jiven conte[t withoXt the actor beinJ aware of
this theorisinJ or critically analysinJ these assXmptions. 3oOaVFheN and Gannon
24 p. 3 riJhtly note that listeninJ to offenders ³provides freTXent observations
of perceptions attitXdes valXes and beliefs that seem obvioXsly offence-sXpport-
ive´. This is how the concept of coJnitive distortions evolved in the scholarly debate
on se[ offences %y listeninJ to how offenders describe and e[plain their se[Xal
deviant behavioXr 2¶&iardha 	Ward 213. Implicit theories Jo beyond this. They
Xnderline caXsal theories
2
and as 3oOaVFheN andGannon 24 p. 313 note ³>i@den-
tifyinJ implicit theories is a far more challenJinJ research endeavoXr than simply
coXntinJ the endorsement of belief statements in attitXdinal TXestionnaires´. The
aXthors analysed the narratives of 3 se[ offenders whose victims were older than
16 and identified typical implicit theories of why the offences occXrred. They
identified strikinJ narrative patterns sXch as ³women are to blame for the offence´
becaXse they are ³malevolent´ and ³danJeroXs´ 36 becaXse they are ³the Jate-
keepers to se[´ 36 or becaXse at some point the male se[ drive is Xncontrollable
or they view themselves as havinJ a ³riJht to have se[´ 3. These XnderlyinJ
strXctXres Jo beyond coJnitive distortions. +owever even non-offendinJ individXals
can hold these implicit theories which marks them as ³necessary bXt not sXfficient´
factors for crime 3oOaVFheN 	 Gannon 24 p. 312.
2
Ward (2000: p. 491 claims that ³coJnitive distortions emerJe from XnderlyinJ caXsal
theories´.
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$ script or schema is a ³coJnitive strXctXre that contains assXmptions and e[pecta-
tions aboXt the social world based on past behavior and e[perience´ /eFOerF 21
p. 49 and serves as a ³knowledJe strXctXre that orJani]es the seTXence of actions to
adopt in a particXlar conte[t´ /eFOerF 214 p. 222. ThXs a script or schema
implicitly JXides an individXal¶s actions. 1evertheless scripts and schemas are not
the same as implicit theories. $s will be seen this stXdy presents a more comprehen-
sive line of arJXmentation or individXal theoretical mind-set for which coJnitive
distortions and script analyses are too restricted an approach. $s several aXthors have
pointed oXt inconsistency interdiscXrsivity and elasticity characteri]e offenders¶e[-
planations and interpretations %rooNPan 215 3reVVer 24 SandEerJ 29.
8nlike coJnitive distortions or scripts we do not approach the material from an in-
strXmental anJle i.e. XnravellinJ the crime commission process to derive preventive
measXres in the first place. 2n the contrary we want to provide in-depth insiJht into
what we call the reoIIenFe Pind-VeW which encompasses sXbMective theoretical
assXmptions and mental dynamics connected to the reoffendinJ behavioXr. 6ome-
times implicit theories may resXlt in the maintenance or revision of scripts or sche-
mas. 0oreover implicit theories may stronJly resemble stereotypes and schemas
0ann 	 %eeFh 23.
$Jainst the backJroXnd of these rationales the present analysis e[plores implicit
theories of reoffendinJ amonJ previoXsly imprisoned individXals rearrested on the
JroXnds of a repeat violent or se[ offence.
4 Background of the study and sample
The stXdy presented herein is part of a larJer lonJitXdinal proMect ³6e[ 2ffenders in
the 6ocial-TherapeXtic InstitXtions of the )ree 6tate of 6a[ony´ condXcted at the
0a[ 3lanck InstitXte for )oreiJn and International Criminal /aw )reibXrJ i.%r.
*ermany see e.J.Wößner +eIendehO 	$OEreFhW 213 SieJIried 	WoeVVner 216
WoeVVner 	 SFhZedOer 214. The larJer proMect evalXates the social-therapeXtic
correctional treatment of se[ offenders and analyses recidivism amonJst se[
offenders. To do so it Xses data collected from 4 se[ and violent offenders in
mXltiple waves. The sample of violent offenders was inclXded to Jain an insiJht into
potential differences or similarities between the two JroXps. In addition semi-
strXctXred TXalitative interviews have been condXcted with 144 violent and se[
offenders appro[imately 1.5 years after prison release wave t3. To identify sXb-
Mective theories of recidivism this analysis e[clXsively focXses on the interviews
with sXbMects who reoffended and were rearrested by the time of the interview as
these sXbMects were indeed confronted by their own recidivism.
3
)ollowinJ these
premises the sample consisted of n  sXbMects who at the time of the interviews
were rearrested followinJ a new offence. The interviews ranJed from 1h 11min to
3
Of course, it must be taken into account that other interviewees reoffended after the in-
terviews took place.
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2h 4min were recorded and later transcribed. The semi-strXctXred interview
JXideline started with an open narration impXlse and then addressed the sXbMects¶
recidivism as well as their livinJ conditions prior to reimprisonment. These inter-
views aided in assessinJ the implicit theories of reoffendinJ described by the newly
incarcerated offenders and offered an insiJht into recidivism theories JroXnded in
sXbMective e[periences and beliefs.
7aEOe  oXtlines the details of the sXbMects¶ crimes whereby ³Inde[ offence´ refers
to the offence that lead to the inclXsion in the main proMect see above. (ven thoXJh
the sample is rather small a broad ranJe of dimensions is inclXded with reJard to
possible decisive characteristics different offence and prison types a diverJent in-
tensity of former criminal careers aJe ensXrinJ heteroJeneoXs samplinJ.























































































* These are not the actual names of the subjects.
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5 Method
The stXdy Xsed an e[plorative approach. The semi-strXctXred interviews were
analysed followinJ *roXnded Theory principles &orEin 	 SWrauVV 2 XsinJ
0$;4'$-6oftware. %ased on an open in-vivo codinJ we proceeded by carvinJ
oXt preliminary cateJories within each interview. The ensXinJ a[ial and selective
codinJ took into accoXnt &orEin and SWrauVV¶ 2 p. 32 concept of ³sensitivity´.
0oreover by contrastinJ the different interviews and sXbcateJories we were able to
find diverse dynamics and phenomena within the sXbMects¶ narratives. In accordance
with KruVe 215 all initial interview seTXences were analysed in a reconstrXctive
manner dXe to their decisive role within the interview¶s strXctXre. In the initial
interview passaJes the respondents hiJhliJhted meaninJfXl aspects of phenomena
that Xnfolded later in the interview KruVe 215. :e followed a micro-linJXistic
approach lookinJ at the way in which certain thinJs were e[pressed dXrinJ the
interviews KruVe 215. This enabled sXbtle meaninJs hidden behind e[pressions
and metaphors to be e[amined.
To JXarantee a certain level of inter-sXbMectivity and resXlt reliability the research
was carried oXt by a socioloJist and a psycholoJist.
The stXdy foXnd that the individXals ± withoXt promptinJ ± identified concrete risk
factors to e[plain their recidivism. 6XbseTXent analyses yielded less obvioXs levels
of dynamics belonJinJ to the narratives of reoffendinJ i.e. more implicitly theorised
dynamics. $ccordinJ to this iterative process the findinJs of the stXdy will now be
presented in two steps beJinninJ with the more e[plicit risk factors the sXbMects
named before movinJ on to the implicit dynamics of the narratives. Thereafter the
term reoIIenFe Pind-VeW will be introdXced to merJe the findinJs of the aforemen-
tioned steps.
6 Results
 5iVN IaFWorV idenWiIied E\ Whe oIIenderV
The respondents siJhted the followinJ risk factors as leadinJ to relapse a drXJ and
behavioXral addiction issXes b Xnemployment c social environment and peer in-
flXence d a vicioXs cycle e transition difficXlties f the impact of imprisonment
and its conseTXences and J a lack of e[ternal control.
2ne of the most prevalent e[planations for reoffendinJ was a drugs or behavioural
addiction issues. )or some respondents either sXbstance abXse in Jeneral sXbstance
Xse disorders or behavioXral addictions e.J. patholoJical JamblinJ were decisive
factors in their reoffendinJ. (ven sXbMects withoXt addictions classified drXJs as a
hypothetical risk factor. 0aOWe for e[ample had been drinkinJ heavily for several
years and relapsed into alcoholism two days after finishinJ therapy. ConseTXently
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he was not able to implement his ³rosy and briJht´
4
0aOWe plans and relapsed. In
his opinion the new offence marked the inevitable peak of an aJJravatinJ addiction
³%ecaXse I had to finance my alcohol. 0y my addictive drXJ. $nyway I was forced
to steal my alcohol and eventXally I needed three foXr bottles a day.´ Malte)
In choosinJ the verb ³to force´ 0aOWe drew a connection between addiction and
reoffendinJ a pattern identified in all of the respondents¶ narratives. $nother
participant stated ³The money didn¶t last anymore yoX know" Then I had to Jo and
bXrJle aJain to satisfy my addiction´ /arV. %oth respondents felt driven to crime
by an addiction they coXld not control. Their actions were determined and their lives
revolved aroXnd satisfyinJ cravinJs. This left no e[tra time for work family or non-
addictive friends. 6tatements like ³I didn¶t have any time to work. I had to acTXire
my boo]e´ and ³yoX don¶t want anythinJ to do with normal people´ 0aOWe stress
this dynamic.
$nother risk factor mentioned by nearly all respondents was b unemployment. The
narratives implied that Xnemployment caXsed dire financial circXmstances that
inhibited the respondents from meetinJ their hiJh e[pectations. 'rXJ dealinJ and
robbery for e[ample were considered Xnavoidable alternatives to overcome
financial hardship. $fter not havinJ received welfare benefits one participant stated
³:ell I don¶t know I felt left alone yoX know" 1o money and what am I to do"
¼5 >the inmates¶ bridJinJ allowance@ MXst don¶t last. Then I started bXrJlaries
again, drugs. And then it took one month, after exactly one month I was arrested
aJain.´ Lars)
2ther sXbMects also connected the need to commit bXrJlaries with their precarioXs
financial sitXation. $part from money the respondents noted that employment
provides strXctXre and is a Jood distraction from illeJal activities. They emphasised
employment as an important sXpportinJ factor in their daily lives. 2ne interviewee
for e[ample described himself as a person ³who always has to work´ )rieder
needinJ both the appreciation and occXpation. 2therwise he said ³the risk >of
reoffendinJ@ miJht be hiJher´ )rieder. The released offenders relied on the strXc-
tXre and daily roXtine Jiven by a reJXlar Mob. :hen Xnemployed they took ³each
day as it comes´ /arV which left them bored and they drifted back into old habits.
In addition for yoXnJer respondents work siJnified an essential aspect of life in
Jeneral. They hypothesised that JoinJ to work woXld have increased the probability
of settlinJ down to a family life or at least havinJ a solid relationship. Therefore
4 The authors translated all quotations as literally as possible from German interviews.
According to applied transcription rules, punctuation does not always have to follow
standard grammar rules, because it serves ± at times ± to illXstrate the narrator¶s flow of
speech.
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risky sitXations woXld have decreased. ThXs accordinJ to the narratives Xnemploy-
ment increased the risk of recidivism.
The respondents also identified their c social environment and peer group as an
inflXential reason for reoffendinJ. They made other people either directly or in-
directly responsible for their deviant behavioXr. )or instance KurW blamed a man for
misleadinJ him to commit new robberies. $ friend ³draJJed >him@ a little into that
crap´ by introdXcinJ KurW to ³another JXy´ who impressed him with his lifestyle.
This particXlar fellow started talkinJ to him aboXt robberies and finally did not allow
him to bail oXt aJain
³$nd then we¶ve been sittinJ in this 9I3-Lounge and you just felt so important!
Well and then he also was throwing his money around, well and yes, then we started
talkinJ aboXt the offences. >«@ If I¶d never Jot to know him and then I¶d probably
not be here either.´ Kurt)
:ith this statement KurW marked the other person as the key element in his renewed
criminal activities. This individXal personified KurW¶V desired lifestyle of money
statXs and prestiJe and then offered him the ³temptinJ´ opportXnity to Jain all this
by criminal means. 2ther sXbMects were not as specific bXt they still blamed their
social environment. InterestinJly peer JroXps were reJarded as a risk factor even
when the respondents knew aboXt their own responsibility in life
³1o I don¶t want to blame other people for me beinJ criminal or drinkinJ or any-
thing. Everybody has to blame himself. Everybody has to pick his way through. But
the influence of other people is substantial. With like-minded people, it is way easier
to screw thinJs Xp than withoXt.´ Malte)
'anieO felt that ³the people yoX hanJ aroXnd and do thinJs with´ 'anieO are crXcial
to whether yoX reoffend. In the case of se[ offenders a lack of social contacts was
also raised as a reoffence risk ³/ookinJ at my criminal record most offences
occXrred when I didn¶t have any social bonds´ 8Ze.
Respondents who blamed others as risk factors also felt caXJht Xp in a d vicious
cycle. They felt caXJht Xp in a chain of events ± deviant behavioXr arrest release
reoffence rearrest ± not knowinJ how to break this cycle. )Xrthermore their social
environment often e[acerbated this problem. They felt trapped and even if they tried
to break away from this cycle their environment was Xnable to offer any sXpport or
woXld foster new deviant behavioXr. 0eetinJ old friends or takinJ drXJs can
instiJate this vicioXs cycle. Then ³it¶s like a circXit if yoX start off once aJain thinJs
proJress real TXickly´ 'anieO. :hen the released offenders fell back into old habits
and violated their release conditions they felt they did not need to make an effort
anymore. This dynamic was particXlarly likely to Xnfold amonJ those who
e[clXsively had contact to other drXJ addicts as this aJJravated their own addiction
and accelerated their downward spiral. 6tatements like ³all this comes aJain
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aXtomatically´ and ³>this was@ already preproJrammed and inevitable´ 0aOWe
emphasise the passive role detected in the narratives of the vicioXs cycle.
The interviewees identified e transition difficulties dXrinJ the intermediate post-
release period as a crXcial aspect for renewed delinTXency. These inclXded emotional
adaptation difficXlties stiJmatisation and overe[tension that hampered transition
and reentry. They perceived a stark discrepancy between life inside prison and life
oXtside prison feelinJ that Xpon release they had been ³thrown in at the deep end´
KurW. 1one of the released offenders achieved the plans and Jood intentions they
had envisioned. 2n the one hand life on the oXtside differed dramatically from their
e[pectations while on the other hand release preparation efforts were not considered
overly helpfXl. In particXlar released se[ offenders complained aboXt insXfficient
release preparation measXres
³0y offence was like a red raJ to prison staff as well. >«@ as lonJ as this is taken
into account, there will be no change at all concerning the reoffending rates. It is the
wrong assessment and wrongdoing by social pedagogues to start release prepara-
tions two weeks before release instead of caring and planning and preparing over
the lonJ term.´ Uwe)
6ome releasees were accompanied by constant feelinJs of an[iety and insecXrity or
even ³scared to death´ >/arV@ Xpon their release. This complicated life oXtside
prison and led to feelinJs of isolation and stiJmatisation too. ConseTXently aspects
of everyday life became a challenJe
³It was way too mXch for me yoX know" I coXldn¶t take a tram, if there were many
people in it, because, five years in prison is bad anyway, but for example being
completely isolated from all the others dXrinJ the last foXr months well all on one¶s
own, and then you get out and everything flows over you, it¶s MXst way too mXch
yoX know" I still have problems with that now. >«@ I feel like beinJ openly on
display yoX know" (veryone knows that I¶m an e[-con or something like
that.´Lars)
This feelinJ of insecXrity ± and the fear of beinJ Xnmasked or stiJmatised ± led to
some of the respondents beinJ aJJressive towards other people. This impeded their
resocialisation process and added to their emotional stress. The respondents also felt
constrained by administrative reTXirements that are e[istential for released prisoners
for e[ample applyinJ for social welfare. They ³bXried their head in the sand´ /arV
which only aJJravated matters.
$ fXrther recidivism risk factor was the f impact of imprisonment and its
conseTuences. Those who had already spent several terms in prison drew a
connection between the difficXlties dXrinJ transition and their precedinJ
imprisonment ³:ell I¶ve started feelinJ a little nXts yoX know" 6omehow prison
life makes yoX a bit TXirky« it leaves its mark´ /arV. $ccordinJ to the maMority of
those interviewed the increased risk of reoffendinJ was a direct conseTXence of their
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incarceration. The perceived lack of aXtonomy and the way prison shaped them may
have far-reachinJ conseTXences particXlarly for those who had e[perienced early
institXtionalisation
³I¶m Xsed to it from the cradle. $t the aJe of nine I had to Jo to a children¶s home
where my freedom was cXt down and this is how I Jrew Xp. $nd I¶ve never Jot to
know it any other way. >«@ 0aybe this is what characterised me all my life.´
(Malte)
Indeed some of the respondents foXnd life inside prison a more convenient alternative
to a stressfXl and overstrained life on the oXtside ³<oX¶ve Jot everythinJ here e[cept
for yoXr se[ life´ 0aOWe. 2thers noted that prisons no lonJer have the deterrent effect
they once did ³:ell it¶s not like prison scares yoX off. If I had been in there 2 years
aJo it miJht have been different´ 'anieO.
The final recidivism risk factor identified in the interviews was the J lack of
external control partly dXe to the effects of imprisonment. $fter nXmeroXs periods
in prison the respondents noted that they had become Xsed to the strXctXral control
Jiven by the aXthorities. They Jot Xsed to handinJ over responsibility. 2nce released
from prison they searched for similar sXpport and control in different institXtions.
$lthoXJh they had reJXlar appointments with parole officers they wished for another
fXndamental strXctXre dXrinJ parole. In their opinion it woXld have been easier to
desist if the parole officer controlled them more often and Jave stricter instrXctions
³I wished for a parole officer who was operatinJ MXst for me. Then certainly every-
thinJ woXld have tXrned oXt differently then I woXldn¶t be here, definitely. What
yoX need is not MXst somewhere yoX can Jo to if there¶s a problem no bXt someone
to show yoX the way µ8p to here yoX can Jo this is yoXr direction and if yoX Jo
astray, left or right, then things could get tight for you. Then you have to be prepared
to end Xp here aJain¶ I think then that everythinJ woXld have tXrned oXt differ-
ently.´ Kurt)
The feelinJs that ³nobody was there´ and that they ³coXld do whatever >they@
wanted´ that ³everythinJ was open´ and that ³this shoXldn¶t have been that way´
0aOWe were crXcial factors to recidivism. The sXbMects either lonJed for an institX-
tion or for someone to tell them where to head for or wished for somebody to pXsh
them in the riJht direction. In their opinion if this had been the case then the risk of
criminal relapse woXld have been considerably lower.
In sXmmary all of the respondents were able to name different dynamic risk factors
they considered relevant to recidivism. $lthoXJh sXch a breakdown of recidivism
risk factors is already popXlar in criminoloJical literatXre it became evident that the
risk factors are mXlti-layered and often interrelated. In this way the risk factors form
a functional chain.
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In addition to the self-reported risk factors that the respondents identified as crXcial
for their renewed offendinJ the stXdy identified foXr patterns Xsed by the sXbMects to
talk aboXt their recidivism I MXstification II passivation III risk calcXlation and
I9 transformation.
I -ustification refers to the findinJ that the sXbMects tried to rationalise their deviant
behavioXr in order to defend themselves. The sXbMects made an effort to e[plain their
behavioXr by mentioninJ a lack of alternatives. In their view they were forced to
reoffend. They mentioned drXJs alcohol andor JamblinJ issXes that inevitably led
to recidivism. ThXs the respondents reMected their responsibility and described the
new offence as a forced decision for which they coXld not entirely be blamed.
InterestinJly not only addicted sXbMects Xsed this type of MXstification. 2ne se[
offender MXstified his crimes as an ³inclination´ analoJoXs to a sXbstance addiction
)rieder. )or him there was no way to act oXt his se[Xal deviation withoXt breakinJ
the law and this is why he cateJorised the reoffence as an inevitable conseTXence of
his ³inclination´. 2thers as mentioned were driven by dire financial conditions
³6omehow I have to I have to sXbsist on somethinJ don¶t I"´ /arV. %y emphasis-
inJ this e[istential fear the interviewees searched for sympathy for their actions.
They had to find a way oXt and therefore ³did what >they@ coXld do best ± offences
and earninJmoney this way´ /arV. In addition they appealed that their wronJdoinJ
was done to secXre the livelihood of their family.
$ particXlar facet of MXstification pertained to trivialisinJ their crimes in order to
minimise their JXilt. $lthoXJh he relapsed with a serioXs crime one se[ offender
who abXsed a MXvenile stated that ³nothinJ had happened. 6e[ well that¶s no
problem actXally´ )rieder. +e like other interviewees denied any wronJdoinJ.
TryinJ to veil the harm caXsed )rieder minimised his responsibility and JXilt.
ReJardless of whether the respondents acknowledJed or denied their faXlt this
attitXde was XbiTXitoXs. 2ne sXbMect stated that ³it all started very harmlessly´ KurW
while talkinJ aboXt a robbery and disassociated himself from other reckless violent
offenders sayinJ that he was as afraid as the cashier he threatened. 2verall the
interviewed offenders trivialised their actions and perceived themselves as sXbMect to
circXmstances peers and addiction.
$nother closely related phenomenon foXnd in the interview resXlts is II passivation.
$ll participants displayed minimal active aJency and self-efficacy. They blamed
others andor e[ternal circXmstances for their actions and viewed themselves as
victims of fate and circXmstance. ³There were many spokes pXt in my wheel´ said
/arV whileKurWwas keen to state that it was others who had led him astray ³:ithoXt
him I woXldn¶t have Jot to know the other one and woXldn¶t be here presXmably. It
all went wronJ´ KurW. 6Xch TXotes blame others and view the events that Xnfolded
in a passive way. $s 'anieO noted ³it´ reoffence MXst happened. $ll sXbMects
minimised their own responsibility by proMectinJ responsibility onto somebody or
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somethinJ else in some cases even onto the victim partner or parole officer.
6imilarly complaints aboXt inadeTXate release preparation focXsed on the respon-
sibility of third parties rather than on the released offender¶s own responsibility.
$t the e[treme the sXbMects perceived themselves as powerless and helpless
completely at the mercy of fate and other e[ternal forces
³0any aspects mattered I¶d now say. >«@ It all MXst came down onme. The financial
constraints the arJXment with my best friend « etcetera etcetera etcetera. Well,
it is like a, well, like an avalanche, like the descent of an avalanche or something
like that yes. (verythinJ aroXnd me MXst broke down and then well.´ Lorenz)
InterestinJly this dynamic sometimes even resembled determinism concerninJ the
whole life-coXrse ³$fter my father died this adverse MoXrney was already mapped
oXt´ 8Ze.
$ third identifiable aspect was a sort of III risk calculation i.e. a calculating of
advantages and disadvantages concerninJ the sXbMects¶ implicit theorisinJ.
InterestinJly this rationale woXld appear to contradict the aforementioned tendency
towards e[ternalisation. +owever a nXmber of those TXestioned stated that the
prospect of JaininJ money to have a flashy lifestyle was more relevant to them than
the risk of imprisonment. The desire for a hiJh-level lifestyle prevailed over the risk
of beinJ caXJht and arrested.
³:ell if yoX coXld at least say that if there was a million yieldinJ it paid off, in the
end there¶s still somethinJ left over when I come out after seven years. I could eat
into it bXt all that MXst didn¶t happen. >«@ +owever if I assXme there¶s a bank rob-
ber going in the bank at the time, maybe went out with 10 million, if he was a winner,
and maybe got like 10 years of time in the pen, he¶d say to himself µ:ell when I
Jet oXt I¶ll still have another  million The rest was spent already¶ 0aybe it¶s not
that hard then. %Xt for me there¶s nothinJ left nothinJ really.´ Kurt)
If a robbery were to ³pay off´ the decision to commit the crime came natXrally KurW
did not reJret the robbery bXt rather the fact that it did not pay off. 6imilarly a se[
offender weiJhed Xp his se[Xal preferences and the risk of rearrest. )or him
satisfyinJ his ³inclination´ )rieder was more important than reimprisonment. The
risk even provided a certain ³thrill´ )rieder.
%esides stressinJ the importance of the possible advantaJes associated with the
offence the participants emphasised the ineffectiveness of sanctions. 6XbMects had
nothinJ to lose and were ³indifferent´ 'anieO aboXt the risk of renewed
imprisonment ³:ell as I said before Xntil now my life didn¶t mean anythinJ to me.
I MXst did what I wanted what I felt like no matter what it was no matter which
conseTXences it had´ /arV. )or those who knew they woXld soon have their parole
revoked there was siJnificant apathy towards livinJ crime-free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³If yoX¶re on parole and then somethinJ Joes wronJ then yoX switch over anyway
and yoX think µwell they will revoke now either way¶. 6o yoX can utterly let your-
self Jo. <oX¶ll be JoinJ to Mail anyway. 6o from now on yoX don¶t have to do any-
thinJ anymore.´ Daniel)
This pattern seen repeatedly saw released offenders increasinJly commit crimes
once they knew or e[pected that their parole woXld be revoked. 2thers simply
decided that abidinJ by the law and their parole reTXirements was too mXch effort
³I coXldn¶t see any sense in it. :hy shoXld I" >«@ I coXld live the way I wanted and
so I did´ 0aOWe. ThXs if there was nothinJ to fiJht for the costs of livinJ a decent
life e[ceeded the costs of pXrsXinJ a deviant lifestyle. The only costs that oXtweiJhed
the benefit of this deviant lifestyle were referred to as the possible loss of access to
one¶s children or siJnificant others e.J. a partner or the risk of preventive detention
sXbseTXent to renewed imprisonment.
InterestinJly the responses from the interviews are contradictory. 2n the one hand
the offenders talked aboXt how they calcXlate advantaJes and disadvantaJes on the
other hand they e[ternalised and saw themselves as passive. In tryinJ to resolve this
MX[taposition one coXld theorise that Xltimately perceived e[ternal forces had a
more siJnificant role in the sXbMects¶ decision-makinJ processes.
The last pattern foXnd is I9 transformation. 6ome participants disassociated
themselves from the uVuaO reFidiYiVW and saw themselves in an advanced process of
chanJe describinJ their desistance-process as if it had already beJXn and their de
novo offence as merely a sliJht relapse
³The one havinJ foXr years the other si[ years and me havinJ these few months.
6Xre I¶m doinJ time aJain sXre it¶s crap bXt.´
Interviewer: ³Hmh, you see differences between your progress and that of others?´
³Of course I do, absolutely. With me I see some kind of proJress becaXse it¶s not
the way it has been before.´ Daniel)
The respondents emphasised that the new offence was a one-time incidence. They
viewed their XpcominJ time after release as a continXation of their crime-free
lifestyle prior to their reoffence. These first steps towards a non-deviant life were
described as ³love peace and harmony´ by /arV XnderlininJ that he had beJXn to
feel comfortable in his new role. :hen defininJ themselves as fathers partners and
family men desistance became more and more attractive to them ³I MXst have to
keep my hands off it >criminal behavioXr@. >«@ <es my Jirl is preJnant and as I
said the baby is cominJ ne[t month. >«@ $nd well then I¶ll manaJe somehow I
have to becaXse I want to be a Jood father´ 'anieO.
Children were not the only potential desistance motivators as partners played an
important role too /arV wanted to show his wife that ³she hasn¶t been fiJhtinJ in
vain´. $fter havinJ received sXpport followinJ their previoXs release from prison
some interviewees saw themselves as transformed and hoped to pXrsXe this lifestyle
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fXrther despite their most recent aFFidenWaO VOip into deviance. In their opinion the
basis for desistance was set before their reimprisonment. They perceived themselves
as calmer and more prXdent realisinJ that ³the TXiet life is maybe a little better than
well yoX know´ 'anieO.
In their narratives they emphasised their transformation and minimised their
recidivism. )or the fXtXre the interviewees pictXred themselves as beinJ able to work
proactively to desist from fXrther reoffendinJ. This contrasts with the aforemen-
tioned e[ternalisation trend. Their willinJness to transform seemed to neJlect their
recent recidivism.
6.3 The reoffence mind-set
%ased Xpon the above findinJs the concept of a ³reoffence mind-set´ as a pattern of
thinkinJ will now be introdXced. This mind-set is formed by two intertwininJ levels
)iJXre 1.
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7 Discussion
This paper has so far oXtlined and analysed seven narratives of rearrested se[ and
violent offenders taken from interviews that formed part of a larJe-scale lonJitXdinal
stXdy on recidivism rates amonJ treated and Xntreated se[ and violent offenders. The
stXdy¶s findinJs assist in XnderstandinJ of how recidivists theorise their renewed
criminal behavioXr. This approach which entails takinJ into consideration the reof-
fenders¶ perspectives adds to a more comprehensive XnderstandinJ of the pathways
to criminal recidivism WriJhW 	 %enneWW 199.
$n important implication from this and other stXdies is the valXe of employment see
also'aYiV %ahr 	Ward 212 )arPer eW aO 215 9iVher WinWerIieOd 	&oJJeVhaOO
25. (mployment preferably lonJ-term is an essential foXndation for rehabili-
tation. ThXs it is eTXally important that strXctXral conditions be created to improve
employment opportXnities for e[-prisoners. Consistent with the literatXre on recidi-
vism risk factors 'haPi eW aO 26 Ward 	 %eeFh 24 the offenders from the
cXrrent sample identified Xnemployment as leadinJ to risk-takinJ ± a rationale
fXrther sXpported by previoXs stXdies that have interviewed released offenders
'aYiV eW aO. 212. The link between Xnemployment and criminal reoffendinJ
seemed to be of a financial natXre 6ince Xnemployed releasees did not have enoXJh
money at their disposal they soXJht additional fXnds throXJh criminal activities.
Crime was a means to overcome financial problems. In accordance with 0erWon¶V
strain theory $NerV 	 SeOOerV 24 the interviewees tried to find a sXitable way to
achieve material Joals they were not able to achieve by leJitimate means by
³conformity´ 0erWon 193 p. 66. They mainly coped via ³innovation´ 0erWon
193 p. 66 which entailed committinJ illeJal activities to achieve cXltXrally
defined Joals.
It is nevertheless important to take the offenders¶ e[planations into accoXnt as Xn-
employment is not only associated with e[ternal bXt also internal offender-based
aspects. 2ffenders often e[hibit personality factors that make employment and thXs
the entire release sitXation difficXlt. This e[plains why they often have an Xnsteady
employment history even prior to imprisonment $WNin 	 $rPVWronJ 213 3eWerVi-
Oia 21. ImpXlsivity is one sXch personality trait that leads to employment difficXl-
ties. It can also lead to difficXlties performinJ lonJ-term tasks and in the deferral of
Jratification GraVPiFN eW aO 1993. It is far easier for many released offenders to
achieve material Joals by TXick criminal actions as opposed to lonJ-term laboXr. :e
also observed that the sXbMects interviewed did not reflect Xpon sXch dynamics.
+ence it coXld be crXcial for rehabilitation efforts to enable offenders to Jain a deep-
er insiJht into these dynamics and to work on them ± in addition to offerinJ edXcation
and Mob traininJ.
6Xbstance Xse is stronJly related to impXlsivity. In other stXdies drXJ issXes have
stood oXt as the most important factor mentioned by offenders when asked what
caXsed their crimes 'aYiV eW aO 212 5adoYiF 	 +öJOund 214. 7oOIre\ eW aO
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211 also foXnd a stronJ link between maladaptive sXbstance Xse and an e[ternal
attribXtion pattern of blame. 2Xr resXlts show that the sXbMects did not link drXJ and
behavioXral addiction issXes to a personal dysfXnctional pattern bXt rather blamed
the addiction as an invisible force that directly led to criminal relapse.
The effect of peers on recidivism is a well-established criminoJenic risk factor so it
was not sXrprisinJ to see it mentioned by the interviewed offenders e.J. %rooNV
+oOOida\ eW aO. 213 'aYiV eW aO 212. $s peer contacts intensify with spatial
pro[imity Warr 22 a sXbMect¶s retXrn to hisher former environment natXrally
increases recidivism risk. +owever althoXJh the interviewed sXbMects identified
peers as playinJ a decisive role in their reoffendinJ they also acknowledJed their
own responsibility to ³chanJe the social environment´ )rieder. $lthoXJh the
inflXence of peer JroXps is assXmed to decrease with aJe adXlts are still not immXne
to these factors as Warr 22 points oXt. ConseTXently peer contacts were
condXcive to the vicioXs cycle the sXbMects made responsible for their renewed
deviant behavioXr which ± once aJain ± stresses e[ternalisation and passivation.
In recent years release preparation and transition manaJement have Jained in
importance Wößner WienhauVen-Kne]eYiF 	 Gauder 216. 6ince the interviewed
sXbMects are from a JroXp considered particXlarly likely to reoffend they had
XnderJone varioXs forms of release preparation. +owever any possible benefit faded
into the backJroXnd for this sample with prison deemed a recXrrinJ part of one¶s life
that one can do nothinJ aboXt. The sXbMects considered both transition difficXlties
and the impact of imprisonment as key reoffendinJ factors. In accordance with
GoIIPan¶V 1961 p. [iii description of prison as a ³total institXtion´ the habitXation
effect described by the respondents contribXted to their difficXlties on the oXtside.
$fter becominJ accXstomed to e[treme social control dXrinJ imprisonment the lack
thereof caXses overstraininJ Xpon release GoIIPan 1961. Released offenders are
often Xnable to take charJe of their lives as they strXJJle for aJency and search for
rXles and JXidelines to follow.
This overstraininJ impedes reinteJration and reinforces a lack of self-efficacy. 1ot
beinJ able to take one¶s life into one¶s own hands resXlts in beinJ caXJht Xp in a
cycle. 0aruna 3orWer and &arYaOho 24 foXnd a similar phenomenon which
they describe as ³doomed to deviance´ 0aruna et al. 24 p. 225. Released
offenders are prone to accept these circXmstances and see themselves as sXbMect to
circXmstance or fate.
It comes as no sXrprise that the risk factors the reoffenders identified focXsed mainly
on e[ternal factors and on MXstifyinJ as well as e[ternalisinJ the new crime thereby
emphasisinJ the overarchinJ phenomenon of MXstification. This dynamic is very
comple[ bXt it does correspond with well-known techniTXes of neXtralisation S\NeV
	 0aW]a 195 whereby reoffenders seek to trivialise e[ternalise rationalise and
MXstify their crimes. In addition inWernaO phenomena played a role in the sXbMects¶
decision-makinJ processes 6everal of them performed a risk calcXlation weiJhinJ
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the advantaJes of a crime aJainst the disadvantaJes. This corresponds with rational
choice approaches. 2ther sXbMects stated that they had already beJXn a process of
chanJe and identity shift see 0aruna 21 So\er 214. %oth phenomena are
interestinJ in that they reveal a sXbtle discrepancy. 2n the one hand the offenders
blamed e[ternal factors for their renewed deviant behavioXr on the other hand they
talked aboXt internal processes of decision-makinJ risk calcXlation or chanJe i.e.
transformation.
:ith reJard to risk calcXlation it was particXlarly strikinJ that se[ offenders seem to
weiJh costs and benefits of a new assaXlt as well ± althoXJh we are completely aware
of the non-representativeness of these resXlts. )arPer eW aO 215 p. 32 also foXnd
evidence for an active ³appraisal of pros and cons of offendinJ´ in men who se[Xally
offended. This is consistent with the findinJs of %eaureJard and /eFOerF 2 p.
115 that se[ offenders ³are capable Xp to a certain point of an analysis of the
costsbenefits related to their actions´. :hat do these resXlts tell Xs aboXt decision-
makinJ processes" &OarNe and &orniVh 195 p. 14 for e[ample criticise that
>m@ost theories of criminal behavioXr have tended to iJnore the offender¶s decision
making ± the conscious thought processes that give purpose to and justify conduct,
and the underlying cognitive mechanisms by which information about the world is
selected, attended to, and processed.
2Xr observations sXJJest that hidden dynamics are eTXally iJnored in theories of
recidivism and show that the decision-makinJ process is only a tiny bXildinJ block
in the pathway to reoffendinJ. In this respect oXr resXlts only partially overlap with
the crime script model /eFOerF eW aO 214 p. 13. $ conscioXs decision-makinJ
process was not e[perienced or thematised by the present stXdy¶s respondents
althoXJh hints pointed to some kind of decision process. ThXs fXrther reflections on
the XnderlyinJ dynamics are still reTXired &OarNe 	 &orniVh 195.
$s reJards an asserted transformation process or ³rebirth´ in the words of 5aMah
KraPer 	 SunJ 214 there is a theoretical link to the MXstification dynamic. The
observed neXtralisation dynamics certainly allow the offender to develop or maintain
e[actly this Jood self-identity heshe is aboXt to transform into ± a possible e[plana-
tion also broXJht forward by )arPer eW aO 215. It is a means of dissolvinJ the
coJnitive distortion created by the offendinJ history and the imaJined self. /ikewise
other aXthors +ood eW aO 22 0aruna 21 interpret these neXtralisation
techniTXes as an indicator of distancinJ from crime. This is what led Xs to introdXce
the term reoIIenFe Pind-VeW If the person has to cope with a relapse the mind-set
will be different from the one e[perienced if a person does not have to cope with a
relapse. %arriFN /aWWiPore and 'aZeV¶ 21 findinJs sXbstantiate oXr conclXsion.
Their post-release interviews revealed that e[-offenders Xse different e[planations
dependinJ on whether they e[plain why they have committed a new crime or why
they sXcceeded to desist. The most prominent reasons for why they reoffended were
± almost identical to oXr findinJs ± financial needs drXJ Xse time spent with peers
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or stressfXl events e.J. death of a family member. $sked for the reasons why they
sXccessfXlly desisted the e[-offenders referred to two strands of e[planation 1
sXpportive or positive social ties peers social bonds family and 2 personal
internal processes sXch as an identity or lifestyle chanJes coJnitive transformations
and the deterrent of renewed imprisonment which is also in correspondence with a
risk calcXlation approach. ThXs aspects of strain theory and e[ternal attribXtion
played a prominent role in reoffendinJ while internal control and personal
achievements e[isted in sXccess stories.0aruna eW aO 24 p. 225 also foXnd that
persistent offenders assXmed ³that the offendinJ came from µoXt there¶ not from
inside the person´. ConseTXently a reoffence mind-set is different from a desistance
mind-set. ThXs while we still do not know whether the factors related to the
cessation of offendinJ and those related to reoffendinJ are different we can conclXde
that different pXsh- and pXll-factors e[ist.
$ caveat e[ists with reJard to the reoffence mind-set of se[ offenders. The offenders
in oXr sample blamed the victim or held implicit theories to MXstify their se[Xal
assaXlt sXch thoXJhts need to be addressed to prevent fXrther reoffendinJ. 2ther-
wise certain actions of a potential victim in conMXnction with predetermined sitXa-
tional and personal factors of an offender may triJJer offences anew. <et research
sXJJests that the impact of denial and neXtralisation on recidivism is overrated even
for serioXs offences see +arNinV %eeFh 	GoodZiOO 21+ood eW aO 22 9auJhn
2 <aWeV 29. Therefore it miJht be an interestinJ approach to inclXde 0aru-
na¶V 21 thoXJhts into the discXssion of identity shift as a pathway to desistance.
0aruna sXJJests that rehabilitation of offenders with neXtralisation tendencies and
above all passivation in the sense of helplessness shoXld focXs on the acTXisition of
skills and attitXdes that foster self-efficacy and internal control attitXdes. The prob-
lem with this is that findinJ a balance that works is not an easy task as released
individXals are in need of e[ternal control and face many transition difficXlties that
they need assistance with.
$n XnderstandinJ of these implicit theories miJht help to increase compliance and
enJaJement for correctional measXres if we sXcceed in translatinJ them into the
treatment of dynamic risk factors. $fter all they stronJly relate to issXes of pro-of-
fendinJ attitXdes problem-solvinJ issXes and peers bXt also to often neJlected
dynamics sXch as dysfXnctional beliefs and e[ternalisation or chanJe. The resXlts
sXpport %rooNV +oOOida\ eW aO¶s 213 claim for the necessity to improve offenders¶
XnderstandinJ of personal risk factors. 3oOaVFheN and Gannon 24 p. 312 also
stress that implicit theories ³may not receive adeTXate attention´ with reJard to
offender rehabilitation. Implicit theories fXnction as a tool for people to control their
lives Ward 	 Keenan 1999. The interaction between implicit theorisinJ aboXt risk
factors and mental dynamics operate toJether in particXlar reoffence mind-sets.
*aininJ an insiJht into these mind-sets opens Xp the lifeworld of reoffenders and
provides deeper theoretical knowledJe aboXt criminal behavioXr.
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In sXmmary Jreater efforts are reTXired to synthesise implicit theories of reoffendinJ
with theoretical knowledJe on reoffendinJ behavioXr. The findinJs presented in this
stXdy are one step to help Xnderstand the ³black bo[´ of offender perspectives 7oFh
19 p. 152. $fter all asWaONer 194 p. viii notes recidivism research is a waste
of time if criminoloJical theorists do not consider the ³states of mind´ that lead Xp
to offences.
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One of the primary concerns of criminological research is to under-
stand the causes behind criminal behaviour and reoffending. However, 
research efforts in this area often neglect the perceptions of the offend- 
ers themselves. This publication presents results from a qualitative 
study on offenders’ implicit theories of persistent criminal behaviour. 
The study analysed qualitative interviews conducted with newly in-
carcerated male violent offenders and sex offenders. The interviews 
focused on their life course after their preceding prison release and 
the processes and dynamics that led to their renewed incarceration, 
with a particular focus on how the prisoners explain these dynamics. 
Based on the interviews, it is possible to identify comprehensive and 
abstract patterns of implicit theorising and to introduce the concept of 
a reoffence mind-set. This publication contributes to the theoretical 
understanding of reoffending behaviour and risk analysis.
The results presented are part of the longitudinal research project 
“Sex Offenders in the Social Therapeutic Institutions of the Free State 
of Saxony.” The study’s principal goal is to analyse recidivism amongst 
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